This book is COMPLETELY FREE and may be given away to
anyone. Certain restrictions apply.
What if there were a CAREFULLY THOUGHT OUT plan that could show the
average person how to achieve WEALTH...
Would You Spend 5 Minutes To Find Out?...
What if there were a PROVEN PATH, a path blazed by others who have
ALREADY achieved wealth and residual income. Would you be interested in
finding out how you can follow the same path, achieving YOUR OWN wealth and
independence?
SUCH A PLAN and SUCH A PATH, does exist, I follow it everyday and with this
"proven plan" I earn more in one month, than most Americans earn in a year or
more.
There are times in life when we arrive at a crossroads and MUST make a
decision.
Will you choose to be bold, take action and change your life forever? Or simply
follow the same path leading to mediocrity?
This web page IS Opportunity Knocking... It's up to YOU to answer

the call.

About the author:
My philosophy of life is simple; I want to achieve a balance of...
• Wealth
• Health
• Success
I don't believe one can or should exist without the other, not if you want to truly live your
life to the fullest.
...
June is the author of numerous books dealing with success strategies
and the power of the mind. Her articles can be found at multiple
article directories across the web.

Have you ever been scammed?
Not a good feeling is it?
Let me use my big words and get them out of the way... I
unequivocally, vehemently, passionately hate scammers.
That may seem petty, I should be all about 'forgive and forget' and
'turn the other cheek', but that's difficult when someone reaches into
your pocket and STEALS next months rent, today's grocery money,
or worse, money needed for your children. This is multiplied when a
GOOD friend is about to fall victim to a possible scam. That very
scenario is what led to the writing of this book. My friend was in
danger of being scammed and I IMMEDIATELY jumped on my horse
and rode to war... Well,... "scam wars" anyway.
Do I seem bitter? Actually I'm not... I AM EXPERIENCED. I've been
scammed and it hurts. Once bitten, twice shy... you've probably heard
the expressions... it leaves a VERY BITTER taste. I promised myself

it would NOT happen twice, (so far, so good) and I trust it never
happens to you.
The Internet is a wonderful tool, it changes and evolves
everyday and has allowed me to make a VERY NICE income from
home. Several years ago, because of a dire family emergency, I was
forced to leave the job market and care for a loved one. I made the
choice readily, not thinking of the financial burdens I'd soon face. Life
continues and so did the bills. Without a J.O.B. I WAS FORCED to
learn how to make a living on-line; otherwise I'd face the loss of... my
home... car... and worse... my loved one. Looking back, that was just
the incentive I needed... a swift boot that knocked the
complacency out of me.
I spent a small salary trying one
get-rich method (scheme) after
another. Something had to work,
but I seemed destined to pick the
wrong ones.

I won't digress into a long personal
history; suffice to say I FOUND A WAY. It involved writing and
submitting articles, creating ebooks, and building multiple websites.
For now... back to our central story "The Biz Opp of The Decade" is
it possible for the average guy or gal to create wealth online?

Every day I get those e-mails (the same ones you
receive).

Re: Your Credit Card Debt
Alone? Want to meet Singles in your local area?
How to get free* groceries for a year
Our office is attempting to follow up with you in regards to your Home.
Are still thinking of getting Soft Cialis Tabs for the best .... :o)
June, do you want to make $3,000 this week?

Is it possible to locate a DIAMOND in this pile
of stones?

Most times when I receive offers (spam) I simply click delete and move on.
It's different when a friend asks my advice... mentioning they are about to
spend money on some "pie in the sky" dream of wealth.

That is exactly what happened. I have a VERY good friend; we call
each other "Life Time Friends"... We've been through thick and thin
and share most secrets. When she sends an e-mail, I open it
immediately. Mostly it's a snippet of inspiration, a cute picture, or a
note saying someone needs prayer or good thoughts. So I was a bit
befuddled when I saw her e-mail.

"June, please... PLEASE check this out for me"... Her
e-mail explained how she'd been invited to a teleconference, thought
it was a great opportunity, and was getting ready to 'sign on the
dotted line'.

"Oh no" I thought "not Armanda"... I immediately shot back... "wait...
WAIT... let me check it out first!!!"

Now I was on a quest... I'd climb on my magical steed and save the
world (in particular my friend) from yet another scam. This time... it
was actually a series of "income streams". Now I knew (take note)
that having multiple streams of income is CRUCIAL to your on-line
success. However, they MUST be the right streams or you'll simply
be throwing away your money. Feel free to click any of the links
below and follow along; they all open in a new window.
•

Income Stream #1. Success University. I'd seen this promoted all over
the net, but had never looked in detail at the program before; this would
give me the opportunity...
o Cost to join $2.00.............................................................................

•

Income Stream #2. The FREE One Up. This is a brand new program, so
I'm going to check this one carefully. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
o Cost to join FREE................................... ................... ...................

•

Income Stream #3. Lofty Profits ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
o Cost to join $49 (a ton of knowledge) ..................... ...................

•

Income Stream #4. Profit Matic... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
o Cost to join $0.99 (time limited)

Can The Average Guy or Gal
Create Wealth Online?
Yes, IF They Utilize The
CORRECT Income Streams

Before we go any further, let me mention a few
things.
1. This book is ABSOLUTELY free.
2. You may give this book to anyone you want, include with offers,
give to subscribers, e-mail to friends, upload to your site, hand out
on disc, burn to CD. Basically distribute as widely as you care to.
3. However YOU MAY NOT alter it in any form.
4. You MAY NOT charge money for it. You MAY NOT claim ownership
or authorship.
5. Copyright
and
content
was
written
and
owned
by
bizoppofthedecade.com ALL RIGHT RESERVED
6. Ownership or content is never assigned or implied without the
express written consent of the author.
7. Rebranding is possible, contact me for details.

Income
.Stream #1:
Who is Matt
Morris and can
"Success
University"
help you achieve wealth?
•
•

Listen To PreRecorded Success University Call
Watch The Fox News Matt Morris Video Interview

SOME AMAZING FACTS ABOUT SUCCESS UNIVERSITY
And Why This May Be The Best Home Business
Opportunity In The Past 50 Years -- Maybe Ever
Success University became the #1 most popular online personal
development company in the world in only 9 months.
Because of our unique "Learn & Earn" opportunity, tens of thousands
of excited people from around the world have created an avalanche of
traffic allowing Success University to become the most dominant
online player in a 64 billion dollar a year marketplace.
Success University has enrolled approximately 33,000 students in 162
countries around the world in less than 18 months.
Unlike most other business opportunities that require a lot of
capital to get started, Success University makes it affordable for
anyone in the world to enroll. With no requirements to purchase
inventory or to stockpile products, our global opportunity has
spread like wildfire around the world.
In only 18 months, Success University has become the #1 most popular
Network Marketing company on the Internet.
Success University has grown so fast and has created so many success
stories that we have passed up the traffic rankings of companies
that have been in business for decades including Avon,
Amway/Quixtar, Mary Kay, Usana, Melaleuca, etc.

Matt Morris is a young man (those kids these days

) who has

gone from "Rags to Riches", the question is... CAN HE TEACH
YOU TO DO THE SAME? I was investigating him and his company
as one stream of income for my friend Armanda; considering she
could join for ONLY $2.00, it seemed a no brainer. I told Armanda
that I gave Success University two "Thumbs Up" and suggested she
look at their site for more videos and attend one of their
teleconferences.

Income
Stream #2:
The Free One
Up Program

Excerpt of Prerecorded Tele Conference by Richard Morris Program
Founder. Click PLAY below twice. Call is edited for length. To
hear entire 2 hour call with Q&A, 100% FREE to join

(Active net connection required)

Free1up.com Alexa Rating

My friend does NOT lack for enthusiasm, when she is excited
about something,

(and she is about this)

she gives it her ALL. Her

problem is follow through and that is a problem suffered by many,
(myself included). What I had to find for her was an income stream
that practically worked on autopilot. Of course she'd need to get it
setup, but that is true with anything; but once setup, I wanted the
system to automatically sell itself, send out follow-up messages,
advertise worldwide and produce QUICK CASH. What I didn't
mention is Armanda is facing a very difficult financial deadline, and I
had to MAKE CERTAIN she didn't lose money, instead I wanted her
to be guaranteed a weekly (possibly daily) stream of cash.
If you'll take a moment to listen to part of the audio above, you'll hear
an interesting statistic, MOST companies fail within their first year and

affiliates (you, me, Armanda) may be left holding the bag. That's a
scary thought, but it seems FREE One Up has taken this into
consideration. When a sale is made with FREE One Up YOU are
immediately sent your share by the customer. That means the
company NEVER touches YOUR MONEY. This is perfect for
Armanda, and I had to admit, I was intrigued too.
My suggestion to Armanda and you, is to get in on one of the
teleconferences and listen
PLUS Saturday).

(they take place several times a week

They usually have an in-depth Q&A afterwards, so

chime in and ask your question. You'll be talking with Richard Morris,
the program founder and nothing beats hearing it from... "the horses'
mouth".
Here's an important consideration FREE One Up is currently
in PRE-LAUNCH, this means they have yet to really push the
program. If you have an interest, and particularly since you can
join and look around for free, NOW is the time for action.

Note: No business opportunity or income stream is a guarantee,
all will take some work and you may make more or less than others
in the program.
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